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Abstract Recommender systems usually support B2C e-Commerce activities without to provide e-buyers with information about the reputation of both products and
interlocutors. To provide B2C traders with suggestions taking into account gossips,
in this paper we present REBECCA, a fully decentralized trust-based B2C recommender system that also guarantees scalability and privacy. Some experiments show
the advantages introduced by REBECCA in generating more eﬀective suggestions.

1 Introduction
Business-to-Consumer (B2C) activities play a relevant role in the e-Commerce (EC)
[2] and recommender systems (RS) [21] can support both customers and merchants
with suggestions about products and services. To perform such a task, a representation (profile) of customer’s interests and preferences needs and it can be exploited
to implement RSs by using a multi-agent system (MAS) [19] to suitably consider
users’ orientations [3, 10, 14]. However, MASs need to consider their “social” interactions for allowing an agent to maximize (minimize) its income (outcome) by
selecting its interlocutors [7] also by using a trust-based approach [17, 18].
In this paper, we present REputation-Based E-Commerce Community of Agents
(REBECCA), to support the generic merchant M in generating suggestions for the
generic customer C, based on a collaboration between their associated agents. More
in detail, (i) a merchant agent works as a hybrid RS [21] while (ii) a customer agent
filters its suggestions based on the customers’ satisfaction (i.e. “reputation”) about
products provided by other agents, weighted in terms of reliability and reputation in
the MAS. Many RSs, as [1, 9], consider reliability (reputation) to generate suggestions to present only relevant information according to the personal point of view
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of other trusted users To this aim, several trust models consider user’s orientations
[5, 8, 16] in computing reliability and/or reputation combining them in a single trust
measure [4, 6, 13, 15]. In [11] it is obtained by using a real parameter β ∈ [0, 1],
where 1 (0) means all the relevance to reliability (reputation), while REBECCA also
considers both the satisfaction of C about a given product and those of the customers
for presenting to C only suggestions for high-reputed products. The decentralized
architecture makes REBECCA scalable with respect to the MAS size and preserves
the C’s privacy since (i) each merchant agent monitors the C’s behaviour in visiting
its site and (ii) each customer agent locally computes its trust measures.
Finally, the results of some experiments performed by using a JADE prototype
of REBECCA clearly show its advantages, in terms of suggestions eﬀectiveness.

2 The REBECCA Framework
In REBECCA each customer C and each merchant M is associated with a personal
agent (resp., c and m) using a common Catalogue K storing each product category
(pc) and its product instances (pi). Agents monitors Cs’ site visits to each pi and pc
to build their profiles and measure the associated interests. To determine collaborative filtering suggestions, each agent m computes the similarity among its visitors
by using the interest values shown in each oﬀered pi. Finally, c stores an internal
trust model of the products that is based both on the direct past experiences and on
suggestions coming from each other customers. More in detail, each user U (either
customer or merchant) is associated with an agent a that manages a User Profile
(UP) consisting of the tuple ⟨WD, BD, T D⟩, where:
• WD contains the system parameters α, β and γ (see below), and the current K.
• BD describes the U’s past behaviour. Thus for C (M), BD stores, for each visited
(oﬀered) pc: (i) the interest Cr in that pc and (ii) L pc , a list of elements l pi associated with a pi ∈ pc, visited by C (oﬀered by M). Each l pi stores some data about
the C’s behaviour (the behaviour of all the customers visiting the site)in visiting
pi and, in particular, Pr represents the interest in pi.
• T D is only in the C’profile and consists of 4 arrays of real values set in [0,1],
namely: (i) S AT stores the C’s global satisfaction for each pi based on the other
customers’ evaluations; (ii) RECC contains the suggestions of other customer
agents provided to c about the expertise of other customers agents on a pc; (iii)
REP stores customer agents reputation rates computed using suggestions; (iv)
REL contains the reliability values computed by c using its direct experiences;
Note that the meaning of Cr (Pr) for C is his interest rate in the linked pc (pi)
but for M it is that of all the visitors of his site.
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2.1 Computing customer interests and product reliability
When C visits the M’s site then the C’s (M’s) agent c (m) monitors the C’s behaviour
to computes the interest rates Pr (Cr) for each visited pi ∈ pc (pc) based on both
the time spent in visiting the Web page containing pi (pc) and the time distance
between two consecutive visits. As a consequence, Pr = α · δ · Pr + (1 − α) · t (resp.
Cr = α · δ · Cr + (1 − α) · t), where the past C’s interest for the involved pi (pr) is
weighted by α and δ (i.e., δ = (365 − ∆)/365 and decreases based on the number of
days (∆) between two consecutive visits).
To evaluate the trust value of each pi which C is interested in, the C’s agent
requires some recommendations to a subset AS of agents in its MAS, considered as
experts in that pc which pi belongs to. For each agent d ∈ AS , each recommendation
about d, related to the category pc and coming from the generic agent e is stored in
RECC(e, d, pc). Basing on these recommendations, c computes the reputation of d
∑
in pc, as REP(d, pc) = e∈AS RECC(e, d, pc)/|AS |.
Moreover, the agent c computes the reliability degree of a customer agent d for
a pc, considering each opinion op(d, pi) provided by d about each pi belonging to
pc, and comparing such opinion with the feedback f eed(pi) that c provides about
pi. Formally:

REL(d, pc) = β·REL(d, pc)+(1−β)·

qe
∑∑
|op(d, pi j ) − f eed(pi j )|
1
(1)
·
qe · |AS | e∈AS j=1
op(d, pi j )

where β is a real value, belonging to [0, 1], that represents the importance that c
gives to the past evaluations of the reliability with respect to the current evaluation.
Finally, the agent c can compute the product satisfaction of pi ∈ pc coming
from the other customer agents weighted by means of their reliability and reputation
integrated in a unique trust measure using a coeﬃcient γ to weight the importance
of the reliability vs the reputation. Formally:
∑
S AT (pi) =

d∈AS (op(d,

pi) · (γ · REL(d, pc) + (1 − γ) · REP(d, pc)))
|AS |

(2)

3 The REBECCA Recommendation Algorithm
The recommendation algorithm of REBECCA (Figure 1) runs on merchants and
customers sides and exploits a content-based (CB) and collaborative filtering (CF)
approaches, using the trust measures described in the previous section.
More in detail, when a customer C visits a merchant site M, the function
Recommend, executed by the merchant agent m, receives the M’s profile and returns the lists CB and CF of pi that m will recommend to c. To this purpose, m
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calls the function extract pc receiving the BD section of the M’s profile for returning the list L1 (with all the pc ∈ K oﬀered by M) that is sent to c, which answer
with the list L2 including the v (an integer parameter set by C) pc contained in L1
that better meet the C’s interests, ordered by Cr values. When L2 is received by m,
contentbased pi is called by M and returns a list CB containing, for each of the
v pc ∈ L2, at most y (y is a parameter set by M) pi having the highest rates. To
generate CF suggestions the array of lists PC is built by m; each element is a list associated with a customer i, that visited the site, and stores the v most interesting pc.
To this aim, m calls the function customersInterests, receiving in input the BD
data of the m profile and v. Each array element PC[i] is a list built by (i) using the Cr
values, (ii) ordering them in a decreasing order and (iii) selecting, for each user, the
v pc with the highest Cr values. Then the function collaborativefiltering pi
is called by m; it receives the list L2 (provided by c), the array of lists PC, the BD
section of the m profile and the two integers z and x (set by M). For selecting the z
agents most similar to c, this function exploits PC to compute the similarity degree
between c and each customer that interacted with M in the past. For each of the z
most similar customers, at most x pi having the highest Pr rates are inserted in the
list CF. The lists CB and CF are returned to m and sent to c.
The function categoriesOfInterest is executed by c when it receives from
m the list L1 and calls extract pc to obtain the list PCI with each pc of interest
for C. Then, intersection pc computes the intersection L1 ∩ PCI that is stored
in PCI∗. Finally, select pc receives the list PCI∗ and v for returning the first v
product categories having the highest Cr values that are returned into the list L2.
Finally, TBFiltering is executed on the c side, accepting as input the lists CB
and CF sent by m that computed them by exploiting Recommend. This function joins
CB and CF in the list P and by means of select pi provides to prune such lists
from each pi considered as not interesting based on its S AT (pi) value (see Section
2.1). Then select pi returns each pi ∈ P having a S AT (pi) > η (a parameter set
by C). This product instances are inserted in a list FP returned to c.

4 Experiments and Conclusions
This section presents some experiments devoted to show the REBECCA eﬀectiveness in generating useful suggestions to support customers and merchants in their
B2C activities. These experiments have been realized by using a JADE (jade.tlab.com)
prototype involving 23 XML EC Web sites, a common Catalogue (described by a
XML Schema) 852 product instances belonging to 10 product categories and a set
of 48 real users monitored in their REBECCA B2C activities. To obtain an initial
profile of the customers’ orientation, the first 10 sites has been used without suggestion support and trusted customer agents. Profiles and trust information are used
by the merchant agents to generate suggestions for the other 10 sites. Experiments
involved REBECCA, the trust-based recommender system presented in [9] (identi-
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void Recommend(merchantAgent m, ListOfProductInstancesCB, ListOfProductInstancesCF) {
ListOfProductCategories L1=extract pc(m.UP.BD);
void send(ListOfProductCategories L1, c.Address);
void receive(ListOfProductCategories L2, int v, int y);
ListOfProductInstances CB=contentbased pi(ListOfProductCategories L2, m.UP.BD, int y);
ListsOfCustomersInterests PC[ ]=customersInterests(m.UP.BD, int v);
ListOfProductInstances CF=collaborativefiltering pi(ListOfProductCategories L2,
ListsOfCustomersInterestsPC[ ], m.UP.BD, int z, int x); }
ListOfProductCategories categoriesOfInterest(ListofProductCategories L1) {
ListOfProductCategories PCI=extract pc(c.UP.BD);
ListOfProductCategories PCI∗=intersection pc(L1, PCI);
ListOfProductCategories L2=select pc(PCI∗,v);
return L2; }
ListOfProductInstances TBFiltering(ListofProductInstances CB, CF, real η) {
ListOfProductInstances P=union pi(CB,CF);
ListOfProductInstances FP=select pi(P, η);
return FP; }

Fig. 1 The REBECCA recommendation algorithm.

fied as RS-TB), and the recommender systems EC-XAMAS [3] and TRES [12] that
do not consider trust information.
To measure the eﬀectiveness of the proposed suggestions, we have inserted in
a list, called A, each pi suggested by the merchant agent and in a list, called B,
the corresponding customer’s choices, and we have compared the corresponding
elements in the two lists. We adopted the standard performance metrics precision
and recall [20] and set the customer and merchant parameters v, y, z and x to 2, 3, 2
and 3, respectively.
The results (see Table 1) show that REBECCA in terms of precision (resp. recall)
performs 19 (resp. 15) percent better than EC-XAMAS, 9 (resp. 10) percent better
than TRES and 20 (resp. 19) percent better than RS-TB. In conclusion, experiments
show as REBECCA leads to generate more eﬀective recommendations with respect
the other systems mainly due to the use of trust information. Indeed, deactivating the
use of the trust-based filtering, represented by the function TBFiltering. The result
thus obtained, represented in Table 1, show that the performances of REBECCA
significantly decrease.
As conclusion, in an EC community can be present unreliable or misbehaving
interlocutors. To this aim, this paper has been presented REBECCA, a trust-based
recommender system acting as CB and CF recommender to support B2C traders by
considering customers’ orientations, products reputation and traders’ trustworthiness. The distributed architecture makes eﬃcient the computation of trust measures
and suggestions, gives high scalability and preserves customers’ privacy. Some interesting experimental results have shown the advantages of REBECCA.
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Table 1 Performances of REBECCA (with (A) and without (B) trust measures), RS-TB, ECXAMAS and T RES .
REBECCA (A) REBECCA (B) RS − T B EC-XAMAS T RES
Pre
Rec

0.892
0,878

0.783
0.795

0.819
0.807

0.698
0.721

0.802
0.778
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